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Hurricane Harvey and Housing 
from Rob Grossinger 

Nature's fury is a concept we all understand, but it's only when those forces
are unleashed for all to see that we know the true extent of the destruction
possible. We have watched, shocked, as those caught in the path of
Hurricane Harvey fought to survive and then later discovered, and continue
to discover, the full extent of the devastation to their homes and possessions.

We at the National Community Stabilization Trust have the people and
organizations of Texas, and specifically the Gulf and Houston areas, in our
thoughts and prayers. The groups with which we work, those that seek to
improve their communities through foreclosed housing acquisition and
rehabilitation, must now deal with a catastrophic loss of homes in their

communities. More than 50 counties were devastated by the storm and more than one million homes
were flooded or at high risk of being flooded. Current estimates are that damage to over 400,000 homes
will result in mortgage loan losses and the majority of these homeowners do not have flood insurance
which may result in abandonment.

We contacted our partners at the Texas State Affordable Housing Corporation (TSAHC) to learn about
their outreach efforts. They're currently in a waiting phase - waiting to see how some of their
homeowners, renters or properties were affected by this storm and how they can best help.

"Many people are just starting to return to their homes to assess the damage they sustained," said
David Long, President of TSAHC. "As we and our local partners get a better picture of what's needed,
we will identify how we can best help the affected communities rebound from this disaster."

TSAHC created a resource page on their website that helps identify some of the support available to the
hurricane victims.

We ask all who partner with NCST to consider sending support to these communities on behalf of our
colleagues who will be facing years of redevelopment to simply return to some semblance of normalcy. 
We all work to restore our neighborhoods from abandonment and blight, much of that resulting from
human activities: population loss, housing market collapse, and loss of income for housing upkeep. The
abandonment and blight caused by Hurricane Harvey reminds us of the power well beyond our control
and the need for all of us to help in this long term revitalization need.  
 
 Rob Grossinger serves as President for NCST.

From the CFPB: Five Steps You Can Take to Help
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Secure Your Home and Finances

If you or someone you know was affected by Hurricane Harvey,
learn more about what to do on the CFPB blog.

When a catastrophe like Hurricane Harvey happens, your world can
be turned upside down. During these tough times it may be difficult
to know who to trust and where to look for guidance and assistance,
as well as what financial steps to take as you begin recovering.

Once you have addressed your urgent needs, the CFPB has five steps you can take to help you
secure your home and finances.

Learn more about the CFPB at ConsumerFinance.gov.

NSI First Look Program Helps NCST Community Buyer Purchase and Provide
Move-In Ready Home for Lower-Income Family in Michigan 

This three bedroom, one bathroom, 1,200 square foot home was originally built in 1954. New Hope
Community Development purchased this home through the NSI First Look program. The new owner
occupants, who are under 80% AMI, had searched for a home but found homes that needed extensive
repairs, where appraisals came in significantly lower than anticipated, and where the seller decided not
to sell the home. They reluctantly put their dream on hold and renewed the lease at their apartment. Fast
forward one year and they found this home the day it was listed, and New Hope helped them through the
entire process, including offering homebuyer counseling. They were worried about the purchase and
closing process since their first experience was not a positive one, but the buyers wrote in a letter that
"We owe our family dream coming true to New Hope and Chris George."  

Renovations totaled $40,000 and included a brand new kitchen with all new cabinets & countertops,
removing carpet throughout and updating with tile or new carpet, applying fresh paint throughout,
refinishing the existing hardwood floors, updating the master bath with a new vanity, tile, paint and toilet,
plus rehabbing the basement and adding a new epoxy floor, repairing the walls, rebuilding a bathroom
and repairing all mechanicals to current standards. The garage was also cleaned out, patched and
painted, the deck was repaired and painted, and trip hazards in the driveway were repaired. 

Before 

After 

   
Thank you New Hope Community Development for your great work and commitment to
providing safe, affordable housing!  
 

"Coming Home Again" Workshops - FREE!

The first two workshops were filled to capacity - if you're a non-profit housing program manager or

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014F8ucWg6DaWIVxtzZCVn1w_KUiG-3rHImaAg7yckrjxQeM7fod2fjgSI20C4xQ3N1F6xkI1vC5YcoFlEG3pB7l2bMOJ7UV10R-WH8a-R4xjYyANyLkFYtAoj8evzoQkc_4QzM6ueRG7QDyMAxMZfYQkjv6lVkWQPZ6e7UBkQE0ftft_EeZje4xwDDyomV9RqeQuYVUrJmArYa9HT8_JxvirF43T5xiX7CQwK7gXBBX9UX2j1xyKruPg_Q12JAqscZYUhzaW7pwGj6qp3QThUyqJiMprLqNSi6uVJu8G50Y7prIDFzKT3ngbgnp3TW9byGk5WqdcahMeDGiuj6fdaqnGCBhBp-E9577pte-SIDOb_tYlKxzpx4TBa4r25zyBGj_ye6DUxVmY=&c=&ch=
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=0014F8ucWg6DaWIVxtzZCVn1w_KUiG-3rHImaAg7yckrjxQeM7fod2fjgSI20C4xQ3NRsXgj0zKQuWuM6FvWu8qTukMQB3IdzmgucUr0yiAIQ4guSS5BqYzXnkwCvosue15JSdrIWs2JnX9M6cLLTL53wOX-fNz24jHGfFtvT-2nMAAwM4WVoeXxP0fs2AI9ajRuCjQv_oEPNFiw7SxrmRtz0N2J0y2_QVokmQyqMe0Tr8zbzXLE0sBNuHx_Alpu9Bp_9c9_A-Gv9u6dYm09iI1ltnkdlHpwVA-JOdH07TrOUYZG0nfahzKKw==&c=&ch=


counselor, government official or program administrator, loan officer, real estate agent, or housing
developer - this program is for you! Registration is free - sign up today to secure your space.

Upcoming Workshops:

October 3, 2017: Cincinnati, OH
October 12, 2017: New Orleans, LA
Fall 2017 (date tbd): Orlando, FL

Free Workshops - Register today at www.NickersonTraining.com

Coming Home Again is a new, comprehensive one-day training event in support of local initiatives
that expand home ownership opportunities for underserved households and buyers in distressed
markets. Much has changed in the affordable home ownership field including new mortgage products,
regulatory requirements, underwriting tools, and  subsidy approaches. Topics covered in this interactive
and comprehensive workshop include identifying and overcoming 12 barriers to home ownership,
understanding layered financing and incorporating housing subsidies in home ownership transactions -
and much more! 

    
 

Policy Corner: OCC Approves Higher-LTV Lending  
to Spur Targeted Community Revitalization
by Rob Finn

Nearly a decade after the start of the Great Recession, access to credit
is still a challenge in struggling housing markets with depressed
values. Overcorrections to lending criteria in response to the risky,
predatory lending that precipitated the foreclosure crisis have made it
harder for families to get mortgages. In hard-hit but rebounding
communities with limited non-distressed sales comps, tight credit

problems are compounded by depressed appraisals.

The problem is as follows: for borrowers seeking to purchase homes, including homes that have
been rehabbed, a sales price frequently will exceed the appraised value, either scuttling the
sale entirely or requiring the borrower to obtain pricey mortgage insurance even with a significant
down payment. Low appraisals also cause potential owner-occupants to lose homes to cash
investors, who do not have to obtain an appraisal. Worse still, homes sit vacant because no
party is willing to finance expensive repairs that, when combined with acquisition cost, often
exceed the appraised value.

Some help may be on the way. On August 21, the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
(OCC), which charters and regulates the banking and lending industry, issued a bulletin
providing guidance to spur community revitalization "through prudent higher-loan-to-value
mortgage lending in targeted areas." The OCC's new guidance will allow - and hopefully
encourage - lenders to develop programs to originate loans where the loan-to-value ratio exceeds
100 percent in specifically identified "distressed communities" that have seen slower market
value recovery and are government targets for revitalization. 

Loans originated under these new programs must have balances at or below $200,000, may be
for acquisition or acquisition-and-rehabilitation, and will not require mortgage insurance or
alternative collateral. 

This guidance is an encouraging move in the right direction. Not only is the OCC enabling banks
to engage in more innovative and less expensive lending in distressed communities, but the
guidance explicitly recognizes the importance of home sales in revitalizing communities.
Additionally, the OCC specifically calls out the work of NCST's buyers and others engaged in
acquisition and rehab work in the "Background" section of its bulletin:

As these communities work to stabilize home ownership levels and home values, the
rehabilitation of abandoned or distressed housing stock is an important component of broader
efforts to strengthen communities. Local governments, government-affiliated entities, community-
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Sept. 10-
12 

NAHREP National Convention Dallas, TX

Sept 10-13 Florida Housing Coalition - Housing Conference
     Racquel Reddie, Community Development Mgr. 

Orlando, Florida 

Sept 11-13 OH Land Bank Conference 
     Treasure Thomas, Community Development Mgr. 

Cleveland, OH 

Sept 14-17 NCSHA's Annual Conference & Showplace Denver, CO

 Sept 17-
20 

PAHRA Annual Conference Lancaster, PA 

 Sept 18-
20 

The Five Star and Single Family Rental Roundtable
   Rob Grossinger, President, panelist  

Dallas, TX 

based organizations, financial institutions (including banks), and others have developed creative
solutions for some of these challenges. These solutions include strategies for acquiring and
rehabilitating properties in communities targeted for revitalization. Community groups, financial
institutions (including banks), non-profit organizations, and state and local entities, including land
banks, are working together to develop and implement innovative residential mortgage financing
to bring needed lending to economically distressed areas.

NCST buyers know that neighborhood stabilization work can often seem like a thankless job. In
this bulletin, the OCC is not only giving banks a new opportunity to create innovative lending
products, but is acknowledging the value of the work you do every day.

Please share your thoughts with Rob Finn, Public Policy Associate via email - 
rfinn@stabilizationtrust.org.

Community Buyers - Your Property Success Stories
 
Buyers - we know you've had many great accomplishments, and we'd like to
share your success stories and photos with other local providers and our Seller
Partners. Please do brag a little! We've made it easy for you -- in REOTrack,
when you submit your final reporting, click on the "Good Story Flag" box and
we'll take it from there. Or email Sally or call her (214-710-3411) and she'll
work with you on your story.

Download this flyer for all the scoop.

If you have any questions, please contact your SAM or CDM. Thank you!

Free Industry Resource
 
Free Policy Focus Report: Revitalizing America's Smaller
Legacy Cities - Strategies for Postindustrial Success from Gary
to Lowell

This Policy Focus Report from the Lincoln Land Institute
examines the unique challenges of smaller American legacy cities - older industrial centers with
populations of less than 200,000, located primarily in the Midwest and Northeast. These cities
are critical sites for a number of global economic and demographic transformations, and they
must fundamentally reconsider how to rebuild and sustain strong economies, housing markets,
and workforces.
Download the .pdf.

Industry Conferences & Events

NCST will attend and serve as panelists for a wide range of 2017 industry conferences and events. We
enjoy the opportunity to see and meet many of our partners on the road, as well as share our industry
knowledge. Visit our complete list of conferences on our website for updates.
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Sept 19-20 Tennessee Governor's Housing Conference Nashville, TN 

Sept 26-28 Opportunity Finance Network (OFN) Conference
   Rob Grossinger, President; Julia Gordon, EVP, panelist  

Washington, DC  

Sept. 28-
30 

AREAA National Conference San Diego, CA 

Oct. 3 Coming Home Again - Free Workshop Cincinnati, OH 

Oct. 5-6 Ohio CDC Association Conference
     Treasure Thomas, Community Development Mgr. 

Toledo, OH 

Oct. 9-12 Grounded Solutions Network Oakland, CA 

Oct. 12 Coming Home Again - Free Workshop New Orleans, LA 

Oct. 12-13 FMCRC National Minority Affordable Home Builders Summit    
    Racquel Reddie, Community Development Mgr.  

Clearwater Beach, FL 

Oct. 22-25 MBA Annual Convention
    Julia Gordon, EVP  

Denver, CO 

Oct. 26-27 Housing Action Illinois Conference Bloomington, IL 

Oct. 30 - 
Nov. 1 

Florida Alliance of CDC's Annual Conference
     Racquel Reddie, Community Development Mgr.    

Tampa, FL 

Nov 7-9 National Property Preservation Conference Baltimore, MD 

Nov. 15 Housing America Forum
      Treasure Thomas, Community Development Mgr. 

Detroit, MI 

Nov. 15-16 AHAIN Affordable Housing Conference  
 

Indianapolis, IN 

Nov. 17-19 U of M/Urban Land Institute Real Estate Forum
      Treasure Thomas, Community Development Mgr.  

Detroit, MI  
 

                     

Do you know of a conference we should attend or where our team's knowledge about neighborhood
revitalization and housing policy can be shared? Please drop us a line. 
 

Industry Headlines

Below are recent, notable headlines regarding our industry. 

About 400,000 homes with U.S.-backed loans in
Harvey's aftermath

http://reut.rs/2vJzYd7 
U.S. mortgage agencies face possible losses on
some of the 400,000 mortgages they guarantee on homes ravaged by Hurricane Harvey,
but they will not know the extent of the damage until the wind and rain stop in Texas and
Louisiana. Some of the structures may not have flood insurance, which may result in
homeowners abandoning the buildings because they will not have the money to rebuild.
Even with insurance, some homeowners may suffer job losses or health problems and fall
behind on their mortgage payments.
More than 200,000 homes with mortgages guaranteed by Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac
are in areas hit by Hurricane Harvey, the most powerful storm in Texas in more than 50
years, the mortgage agencies said on Monday. About another 200,000 homes with loans
insured by the Federal Housing Administration are in the affected counties, the
Department of Housing and Urban Development said. These figures were preliminary ...
 

Is Anybody Home at HUD?
http://nym.ag/2vanaYY 
In mid-May, Steve Preston, who served as the secretary of Housing and Urban
Development in the final two years of the George W. Bush administration, organized a
dinner at the Metropolitan Club in Washington, D.C., for the new chief of that department,
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Ben Carson, and five other former secretaries whose joint tenure stretched all the way
back to Gerald Ford. It was an event with no recent precedent within the department, and
it had the distinct feel of an intervention. HUD has long been something of an overlooked
stepchild within the federal government. ... But HUD still serves a function that millions of
low-income Americans depend on - it funds 3,300 public-housing authorities with 1.2
million units and also the Section 8 rental-voucher program, which serves more than 2
million families; it has subsidized tens of millions of mortgages via the Federal Housing
Administration; and, through various block grants, it funds an array of community-uplift
initiatives. ...
Now, however, HUD faced an existential crisis. The new president's then-chief strategist,
Steve Bannon, had called in February for the "deconstruction of the administrative state."
... The administration's preliminary budget outline had already signaled deep cuts for
HUD. ... This prospect was causing alarm even among HUD's former Republican
leaders.  ...
November 9 brought open weeping in the halls of HUD headquarters, ... For years, the
department had suffered low morale, and there was the perception, not entirely unjustified,
that it was prone to episodes of self-dealing and corruption ... But the department had
experienced a rejuvenation in the Obama era, with morale rebounding under the
leadership of his first secretary, Shaun Donovan, an ambitious, politically savvy housing
administrator from New York. While it faced post-recession budget austerity - with its
ranks dropping well below 8,000, from more than 16,000 decades earlier - the
department made homelessness reduction a priority. Under Donovan's successor, Julián
Castro, the former mayor of San Antonio, HUD embarked on a major initiative to address
residential segregation by requiring cities and suburbs to do more to live up to the edicts
of the Fair Housing Act of 1968. ...
So the stricken employees were slightly relieved when Trump's operation announced a
five-person "landing team" for HUD that included Jimmy Kemp, son of Jack. ... The
semblance of normalcy was short-lived. In late November, word got out that Trump's
choice to run HUD was Carson. ... Carson accepted, he said, "because he wanted to do
something about poverty." ...
On March 6, Carson arrived for his first day of work at headquarters. ... A few weeks later,
it became clear that the "housing concern" perhaps did not concern everyone when the
White House released its budget proposal for HUD. After word emerged in early March
that the White House was considering cutting as much as $6 billion from the department,
Carson had sent a rare email to HUD employees assuring them that this was just a
preliminary figure. But as it turned out, Carson, as a relative political outsider lacking
strong connections to the administration, was out of the loop: The final proposal crafted by
Trump budget director Mick Mulvaney called for cutting closer to $7 billion, 15 percent of
its total budget. ...
"By the time I left, almost 90 percent of our budget was to help people stay in their
homes," Shaun Donovan told me. "So when you have a 15 percent cut to that budget, by
definition you're going to be throwing people out of their homes. You're literally taking
vouchers away from families, you're literally shutting down public housing, because it
can't be maintained anymore."
The Trump cuts would mean that several programs would be eliminated entirely,
including the HOME program, which offers seed money for affordable-housing initiatives,
and the $3 billion Community Development Block Grant program ...
 

How Redlining's Racist Effects Lasted for Decades
http://nyti.ms/2xgOxlr 
The appraiser who went to Brooklyn in the 1930s to assess Bedford-Stuyvesant for the
government summarized the neighborhood's prospects on a single page. Many
brownstones in "obsolescence and poor upkeep." Clerks, laborers and merchants lived
there, about 30 percent of them foreign-born, Jews and Irish mostly. Also, this: "Colored
infiltration a definitely adverse influence on neighborhood desirability." The government-
sponsored Home Owners' Loan Corporation drew a line around Bedford-Stuyvesant on a
map, colored the area red and gave it a "D," the worst grade possible, denoting a
hazardous place to underwrite mortgages.
Lines like these, drawn in cities across the country to separate "hazardous" and
"declining" from "desirable" and "best," codified patterns of racial segregation and
disparities in access to credit. Now economists at the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,
analyzing data from recently digitized copies of those maps, show that the consequences
lasted for decades. As recently as 2010, they find, differences in the level of racial
segregation, homeownership rates, home values and credit scores were still apparent
where these boundaries were drawn. ... "Did the creation of these maps actually influence
the development of urban neighborhoods over the course of the 20th century to now?" said
Bhash Mazumder, one of the Fed researchers, along with Daniel Aaronson and Daniel
Hartley. "That was our primary question."
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The economists now believe that appraisers like the one in Bedford-Stuyvesant weren't
merely identifying disparities that already existed in the 1930s, and that were likely to
worsen anyway. The lines they helped draw, based in large part on the belief that the
presence of blacks and other minorities would undermine property values, altered what
would happen in these communities for years to come. Maps alone didn't create
segregated and unequal cities today. But the role they played was pivotal. ...
The black-white gap in homeownership in America has in fact changed little over the last
century, according to research by Robert Margo and William Collins. That pattern helps
explain why, as the income gap between the two groups has persisted, the wealth gap
has widened by much more. That these maps made a difference that's still visible today
is striking. ...
 

New bill could bring tax relief to renters struggling with affordability
http://bit.ly/2wKE18h 
A new bill introduced Monday by Rep. Joseph Crowley, D-New York, could bring relief to
renters who find themselves struggling to afford their rent. Crowley's bill, entitled "The Rent
Relief Act," would offer refundable tax credits to people who live in rental housing. ...
In an announcement, Crowley's office noted that currently 111 million Americans live in
rental housing, while in New York City, nearly two-thirds of all households are occupied by
renters, which is twice the national average. In a statement, Crowley said that the bill will
help people who struggle to "balance the needs of their families with increasingly
unaffordable housing markets."
Under Crowley's bill, qualified individuals whose primary residence is rental housing and
pay more than 30% of their income in rent would be eligible for a refundable tax credit
determined by several factors, including the household's annual income, the total amount
spent annually on rent, and a stimulated rate of the federal government's established fair
market annual rent caps. Additionally, under the bill, individuals who live in government-
subsidized rental housing would be able to claim the value of one month's rent as a
refundable tax credit. ...
Diane Yentel, the president and CEO of the National Low Income Housing Coalition,
welcomed Crowley's "innovative" bill. "Congressman Crowley's Rent Relief Act would
provide much-needed resources directly to struggling families and individuals to help
them afford to keep a roof over their heads," Yentel said Monday.
 

Military families struggle to find affordable housing
http://bit.ly/2wCyDVz 
Affordability is a problem that plagues homebuyers and renters in most areas of the U.S.,
but the Military community could be some of the worst hit as home prices continue to
increase. Military families don't get to choose what city they live in, or when they will move
there. As a result, they can't choose an area that is most affordable and meets their
family's needs. And a surprising majority of them choose not to live on base or even in
military privatized housing, according to a study, Military Families and Their Housing
Choices, from LMI Government Consulting, conducted on behalf of the Office of the
Secretary of Defense. In fact, it showed 38% of military members are homeowners, while
another 32% rent their home. ...
And now, more military members than ever before are staying in the U.S. as overseas
deployment hit its all-time low. A new study from the Pew Research Center showed U.S.
military overseas presence is at its lowest point since 1957, the earliest year with
comparable data. ... 
In May last year, a Trulia study found military members at the lower end of the pay scale
struggled to find housing options. In some markets such at Fayetteville, Arkansas, or
Florida Keys, Florida, up to 90% of the available homes listed would take up 75% of the
median local monthly housing stipend. ... But from May 2016 to May 2017, home prices
increased 5.8%, according to the National Association of Realtors, reaching a new high,
and increased even higher through the summer, leaving 70% of the military community
which rents or owns homes off the base struggling to find affordable housing.
 

A New Typology of American Neighborhoods
https://www.citylab.com/amp/article/538284/
Gentrification and the rise of suburban poverty, the decline of the Rustbelt and the
comeback of Pittsburgh and Detroit: If there is one constant in urban life it would seem to
be the ongoing process of urban and neighborhood change. Yet a majority of
neighborhoods are staying much the same, according to a new study by the geographer
Elizabeth Delmelle. The study takes a detailed, data-driven look at precisely how
American cities and neighborhoods have changed in recent decades. It identifies the
basic types of American neighborhoods, the main contours of their change, and the kinds
of metros where different types of neighborhoods predominate.
To get at these issues, the study uses advanced clustering and mapping algorithms to
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group American neighborhoods by type in the 50 largest US metros. The study examines
18 key variables driving neighborhood change between 1980 and 2010, including race,
housing type, and other socioeconomic conditions.
Strikingly, the most common neighborhood type, comprising over half of the census tracts
studied, is neighborhoods that have experienced limited change. But such stable places
tend to attract less attention than neighborhoods undergoing dramatic change, such as
those which are gentrifying rapidly. It's interesting how a few prominent examples of
neighborhoods undergoing major transformations can skew our perception of urban
change more generally. The study ultimately identifies seven groups of metros based on
the dimensions and trajectories of their neighborhood change. ....
 

Staff, Phone or Email Changes?

NCST Community Buyers: Had a recent staff change? Or updated
your email address or phone number? Please alert our Buyer Team
to any changes so they can update your records. To participate in our
purchasing programs, it's very important we have the correct contact
information for you and your team. 

Please email updates to: Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org.

NCST Email Addresses
 
Sending an email to an NCST team member? Please include the
team email box. This ensures a timely response to your email in case your
primary contact is out of the office.

Desk@StabilizationTrust.org - property transaction questions and assistance
ReoTrack@StabilizationTrust.org - post-closing questions and assistance 
Buyer@StabilizationTrust.org - questions about program guidelines, target areas, and additional
programs
NewBuyer@StabilizationTrust.org - for more information about becoming an NCST buyer

Don't Forget to Share Your Buyer Stories with NCST!
Click the "Good Story Flag" when you complete your REOTrack Reporting or email Sally. 

About NCST: The National Community Stabilization Trust (NCST) is a non-profit organization that works
to restore vacant and abandoned properties to productive use and protect neighborhoods from blight.
Our programs facilitate the rehabilitation of vacant but structurally sound homes, enable safe, targeted
demolition when necessary, and support creative and productive re-use of vacant land.
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